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ABSTRACT

The Brookhaven National Laboratoq (BNL) High-Temperature Combustion Facility (HTCF) was
used to perform hydro<gen de~agration and detonation experiments at temperatures to 650K.
Safety features that were designed to ewure safe and reliable operation of the experimental
program are described. Deflagration ard detonation experiments have been conducted using
mixtures of hydrogen, a,ir and steam. Detonation cell size measurements were made as a function
of mixture composition and thermodynamic gas conditions. Deflagration-to -detonation transition
experiments were also conducted. Results of the experimental program are presented, and
implications with respect to hydrogen safety are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) High-Temperature Combustion Facility (HTCF) was
constructed to perfoml hydrogen deflagratior. and detonation experiments at temperatures up to 700 K.’
The facility has been used to obseme flame acceleration, deflagration-to-detonation transition and critical
tube phenomena, and to measure detonation cell size, in gaseous mixtures [1]. The facility was designed
and qualitled for performing tests with hydrogen, air and steam mixtures, at compositions including
stoichiometric hydrogen-air, in appropriately designed test vessels. Other gas mixtures have since qualified
for use in the facility. The central element of the HTCF is a 27-cm inner-diameter and 21.3-m long
cylindrical combustion test vessel designed for a maximum allowable working pressure of 10 MPa at
7001<. A number of other industrial scale test vessels have been used, all quahtled for deflagration and
detonation pressure loadings

This paper describes the facility and the safety features that were designed to ensure safe and reliable
operation of the experimental program. Additiomlly, selections of experimental results are briefly
summarized and their implications with lrespec: to hydrogen combustion are discussed.

2. OVERVIEW OF FACILITY LAYOUT

A schematic showing the overall site plan of tl e facility is given in Figure 1. The combustion test vessel is
heated in a below-grade 100-meter-long tunnel. The tunnel is constructed from 3.05-meter diameter
corrugated steel culvert tubes, baclctilled with at leasl 3.05-meters of earth. One end of this tunnel is closed
o~, the other end is connected to a 80CI-CU.meter Experimental Hall, which houses some of the heating
system equipment as well as a second smaller combustion vessel, known as the Small-Scale Development
Apparatus [2]. The 100-meter-long tunnel is vented to prevent accumulation of hydrogen or other lest
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gases due to accidental leaks in the gas hanclling system. Intake vents for tunnel air are located on the
tunnel ceiling at tunnel stations just beyond both ends of the cylindrical detomtion vessel, and a 3000-cfm
exhaust blower is located above grade at a tunnel station mid span of the vessel. Also located at a tunnel
station roughly at the midpoint of the vessel are exhaust ports used for purging test-vessel gases to an
elevated release point (i.e., stack) seven meters above grade. Ancillary components of the facility include
the outdoor sheltered gas pad for storage and distribution of all compressed gases, an electrical switchgear
station and a vacuum pump.

3. DESIGN AND SAFETY FEATURES

The facility was designed to satisfy safety and environmental requirements related to conventional hazards
such as high temperature, oxygen depletion, acoustic noise, electrical hazards, fwe hazards, use of
compressed gases, and release of combustion products to the atmosphere. The design safety considerations
for these conventional hazards are considered elsewhere. The design and safety features discussed in this
paper deal specflcally with the hazards associiited with phenomena associated with combustion of mixtures
of hydrogen, air and steam under a mnge of thermodynamic conditions.

Table 1 shows the major functioml design parameters of the facility. Table 2 presents a sumrnmy of the
major design safety principles of the HTCF, and the principle design features which were implemented to
Sati::& these principles. These are discussed further below.

Siting of Test Area

A basic safety objective in the design of the HTCF was that the “test area”, defined as the region in the
immediate vicinity of the combustion test vess,:l, was to be evacuated of personnel before pressurized gases
were to be permitted to flc}winto the test vessel. During an experiment all persomel are located at
positions such that if a hydrogen release to the test area were to accidentally occur, ignition would leacl to
no exposure of personnel to potential fire orb] ast effects. These objectives are satisfied by using a faci [ity
co~sisting of a tunnel-building complex previously used for neutral particle beam experiments, as shown
schematically in Figure 1. The combustion te!;t vessels are located in the underground tunnel arq the test
gases are transported to them from the exterior, and the control of the experiments is carried out in the
separate Control Building. All personnel are cleared horn the tunnel and the Experimental Hall prior to
loacling the vessels with any test gas. Thick concrete walls, and an interlocked “plug door” separates the
Experimental Hall from the Control Building.

Test Area Access Control

A hard-wired interlock system, initially desig;ned to control access to an area used for charged particle
beam experiments, was modified for use in the HTCF. The basic design safety objective was to ensure that
the test area is cleared of all personnel befole any pressurized gases are permitted into the test vessels.
Flow of gases from the gas pad into the test ar:a cannot be initiated unless two block valves, one at the gas
pad, and one inside the tUnnlel,are actuated. ‘Thesevalves camot be opened until the test area personnel
clearance interlock logic has been satisfied. Additional valves inside the tunnel, which control the
flowrates of the gases into the test vessel, also :annot be opened until the interlock logic is satisfied.

The interlock logic requires that a series of electrical contacts be made at contact switches at various
locations in the tunnel and Experimental Hall During this sweep process, all personnel are confkmed. (a
voice request for clearance precedes the swee,?) as cleared horn tunnel and Experimental Hall. The final
step in the clearing of these areas is the closure of a large plug door that separates the test area from the
Control Building. This closure satisfies the facility interlock system and, along with other logic elements,
permits the flow of combustible gases (i.e., releases instrument air to the valves). In the exqwiments
requiring energetic ignitio~ the charging of a trigger system high voltage capacitor is also only possible
after satis~ing the interlock logic.



Physical Integrity of Combustion Test Vessels

The major combustion test vessel (or detonation tube) of the HTCF is composed of six identical 3,05-
meter-long, 27.3- cm inner-diameter, flanged tube sections and a 3.05-meter- long, flanged driver section.
A photograph of the assembled vessel inside the tunnel is shown in Figure 2. Each vessel section is
mounted on its own mobile lheavy-duty steel carnage. In order to further protect personnel, and to protect
facility and experimental apparatus, all combustion test vessels are designed, manufactured and tested to
the ASME Boiler Code. All test vessels have been designed to withstand a reflected detonation of a
stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture at 300K, with the assumption of a vessel wall temperature of 700K. A
“dynamic load factor” equal to two is used to tstablish an equivalent static pressure used for calculating the
Maximum Allowable Working Pressure.

The maximum combustion pressure chning an experiment depends on the gas fill pressure. Two
independent pressure transducers are used to monitor the fill pressure. The experimental control sys tern
will not permit initiation of {combustionin an experiment if either of the transducers exceed the specified
till pressure.

All speciid purpose vessels that have been subsequently procured have been designed using similar design
principles.

Test Area Ventilation and Test .Appa.ratus Purge Systems

The test area is occupied by persomel during preparation for experiments and during maintemnce
operations. During these time periods the interlock logic requires that the block valves and all other gas
control valves be in lhe closed positicm. Nevertheless, the tunnel area is continually ventilated with
ambient air in order to prevent the buildup of hydrogen or other gases in the event of accidental leakage.

The interlock logic (described above) does not permit reenhy into the test area until the test vessel and
asso,:iated components are purged. A purge system is designed to transport the vessel contents to the
atmosphere, at an elevated release point. For the case of an experimental abort, the purge system is
designed to accommodate the purge of fresh of test gases, with suitable air dilution to below flammability
conclitions, to the elevated release point, whih satisfying required environmental release standards. This
purge system is also used to cool the vessel when required following elevated temperature experiments.

Combustible Gas and Oxygen Detection and Alarms

Hydrogen and oxygen gas monitors are inslalled in the tunnel test area. In the event of accidental
accumulation of gases to the detection limi~ audible alarms would be sounded upon detection of gases at a
prescribed concentratio~ anclpersomel are trained to respond by evacuation of the test area.

Gas Handling System

The Gas Handling System (GHS) delivers the test gas mixture to the combustion vessel at the desired
composition and temperature, and fills the vessel to the desired initial pressure. All steps are controlled, by
the HTCF computer control system. ~le G!%3is intercomected to the interlock system via the block
valves, discussed above, and cannot be activated before personnel are cleared from the test area.

Air, hydrogen, and nitrogen are stored in standmd 1A cylinders on the exterior gas pad, designed according
to NFPA guidelines. Acetylene and oyygen gas (used for energetic detonation initiation) is stored in the
tunnel, each in a smaller 40 cu. ft. bottle. A 100-psig commercial boiler, located in the tunnel, is used as a
source of steam for tests where steam is a test gas constituent. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the
Gas Handling System. Mixtures of the test gases (hydrogen, air and steam) are created by dynamically
mixing controlled flowrates of each ga~sin : mixing chamber that is adjacent to the test vessel. The
distance from mixing chamber to test vessel is minimized. Each constituent gas flowrate is controlled and
monitored using a choked venturi whose upstream pressure is maintained using a PID pressure regulator.



Upon exiting the venturis, the gas streams are heated to the desired rniwure temperature using external
heaters. All piping and components are designed to withstand detonation pressure, and all gas lines are
purged with nitrogen after each experiment.

HTCF Experimental Control and Data Acquisition System

The Control and Data Acquisition System is located in the Control Room, and exercises control over the
test sequence. A personal computer equipped with commercially available data acquisition and control
cards and software is used tclcontigure (he coIItrol system. This system monitors and controls the positions
of all valves in the gas supply system, and controls the sequence of tunnel ventilation and vessel purge
steps. No valves can be actuated prior to sat sfying the personnel access clearance procedure required by
the interlock system.

The Control and Data Acquisition System serves a number of safety-related functions. Vessel pressure
during the vessel fill process are monitored using two independent pressure transducers to ensure the initial
pressure limits are not exceeded. Vessel tem~erature is monitored to ensure that the temperature limits are
not exceeded. The corm-cd system is programmed to automatically implement an emergency abort
procedure if vessel initial pressure exceeds a maximum pressure, or if combustible gas is detected in the
tunnel.

Experimental Procedures

The detailed steps that are taken to execute a detonation experiment at elevated temperature depend on the
specillc detonation test series. The following is a brief description of the steps to carry out an experiment
to measure the detonation cell size. This expenment involves heatup of the test vessel, insertion of a small
copper “exploding wire in the driver sectio% preparation and injection of the test gases, injection of an
acelylene-air driver gas mixture into the driver section, and initiation of the detonation by discharge of a
high-voltage capacitor across the exploding wire.

The end cover and associated heater and insulation components of the last vessel section are removed and a
“smoked foil” is inserted. The end cover is then put back in place, and the heating system is turned on at
the remote control unit. The temperature set points for the vessel and the trace heaters are then entered into
the computers in the control room. When all the temperature set points have been achieved, all personnel
are cleared from the tunnel and the ExperimeMl Hall. The final step in the clearing of these areas is the
closure of a large plug door which satisfi :s the facility interlock system and permits the flow of
combustible gases (i.e., releases instrument aIr to the valves) and the charging of the trigger system high
voltage capacitor.

With combustible gas flow enabled, the respective PID pressure regulator settings and the various chart and
log parameters are input at the computer terminal in the control room. The high-voltage capacitor for the
triggering device is charged and the scopes are armed. The operator then starts a program, which takes
control of the gas filling and firing sequence. The fwst operation performed by the program is to start the
flow of the constituent gases. The vessel (at iacuum conditions) is filled to a pressure just below the test
pressure. After the test gas has been loaded, Ihree gas samples are taken automatically. The driver gas is
injected raising the vessel pressure to the test pressure (e.g., typically one atmosphere. Once the driver gas
is injected, there is a 2-second delay, and tht exploding wire is triggered and the detonation is initiated.
After the experiment the combustion products in the vessel are flushed out through the stack using the two
blowers located at each end of the test vessel Only tier purging has been completed does the interlock
allow persomel to enter the tunnel to remove the smoked foil and perform other duties in preparation for
the next test.

4. PROGRAM SUMMARY
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categories over a period of 8 years, there has been not one incident of release of test gases to the test areii.

Detlagration and detonation experiments have been conducted using mixtures of hydrogen, air and steam.
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gas conditions. Deflagration-to-detonation tmnsition experiments were also conducted, Results of these
experiments have been reported elsewhere [3,$,5] and are briefly summarized be!ow, and in Table 3.

The results of the cell size experiments indicate that as the temperature increases, the cell size decreases
anc[, therefore, the mixture fsensitivityto undergo detonation increases. Steam acts as a diluen~ and seines
to increase the cell size, and to decrease the sensitivity of mixtures to detonation. Detonation propagadon
was observed (in the 27-cm combustion vessel) at 300K for mixtures of hydrogen-air with concentrationmat
least ls~. hydrogen. At 650& detonation propagation was obsemed for mixtures with 7.5% hydrogen in
air. In experiments at twcl different scales, geometric scale is obsewed to decrease the lower limil[ of
concentration for which a detomtion will propagate in a tube. The results support the conclusion tJtat the
iowest concentration of hydrogen mixture that Wiiipropagate a detonation depends on geometric scale and
on thermodynamic conditions. Furthermore, steam acts as diluen~ increases cell size, and mitigates abl.lity
to propagate detonation.
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ger~erate turbulence in the fresh gas ahead of Ihe flame, promoting flame acceleration. The results, over the
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earlier work that (1) that the transition to deto~ation in tubes requires flame acceleration to sonic velocities,
and (7) th~ cnnAitinn lmder whir-h n d~flaurmirm mav Ilm+=run a trancitinn tn a rt~tnnatinn ic that All :> 1---- \-, --- -“.. -.-”.. . . . . . . . . . . . . _ -~.. = ~-, ---- .--J --.-. ~u - ..-... -”.. .“ t. ..V.”..c. u.,.. . . . . . -.. .,

where 1 is the mixture cell size and ‘d’ is the orifice opening diameter. This scaling relationship
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transition to detonation beccjmes more likely.

Preignition chemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen was obsemed in the HTCF test vessels at a
temperature of 650K. (These reactions were shown, however, not to affect the combustion results
subsequent to ignition.) Thc rates of reaction were different for two different vessels, of different stairdess
steel composition and diameter. The reactior. mechanisms are not fully understood and require additioml
research.
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TABLE 1- DESIGN PARAMETERS OF HTCF

—

PA_R_A_MIITF.R

‘----- %.) ‘s”

HTCF
—

DIAMETER 0.27 m (10.75 in)

t

—

LENGTH 6.1 m (20 ft) 21.3 m(70ft)

MAW
x

12.4 MPa (1800 psia) 10.1 MPa (1470 psia)

-1---

—

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE 700K (800F)
I

GASES

----+-

Hz, Q, ai:, steam Hz, 02, air, stq CO, C02

smoked foil, piezoelectric pressure transducers, photodiodes, ion —
DIAGNOSTICS detectors, gas sampling, gas chromatography, fast-response

thermocouples.
CONTROL AND DATA
ACQUISITION ---T

486-PC, @h-speed LeCroy digital oscilloscopes
.

TABLE 2- HTCF DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND IMPLEMENTATION

SAFETY PRINCIPLE IMPLEMENTATION

Protection of personnel by remote operation of
R Test area sited below grade in tunnel, w=

experiments
separated horn control room by thick concrete
walls.

D No loading of gases possible until test area
Interlock protection of persomel from hazardous cleared of personnel using interlock system
mixtures during experiments and formalized procedure designed originally

for use for radiation protection
Protection of persomel and facility cluMg Q Design combustion vessels to ASME Boiler
experiments using test vessels designed for Code Pressure Vessel standards using
combustion conservative MAWR

Q Design all gas distribution hardware for
detonation pressure

Protection of personnel and facility ciuing
0 Design distriiiution hardware using smaii

diameter tubing
experiments using “balance of systems” hardware ~
desi{;ned for combustion loads

Retain separation of fiei and oxitiit s’ueaiii~las
close to test vessel as possible
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of ccjmbustible gases D Combustible gas monitoring and alarms

Protection of persomei during handling o I gas
—

c1 Design of gas storage pad based upon
storage containers appropriate NFPA standards

Protection of personnel from fue in experimental
—

o Minimize combustible materials in test area
area D Use of flame-retardant cables

Protect personnel and facility using controlled
—

conduct of operations
R Document control and persomel training

—
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Figure 1- Layout of High Temperature Combustion Facility

Figure 2- Lar~,eCombustion Vessel in Tunnel
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Figure 3 – Schematic of Gas Handling System


